The oound state problems associated with two magnons ir{ the two-dimensional triangular and honeycomb ferromagnet Of spin. l/2 with nearest neighbor exchange integral J (>O) are studied. The Hamiltonians are rewritten in terms of Dyson-MaUiev boson representation and .the 3 X 3 secular equations to determine the bound state energies are obtained for both ferromagnets. At most two bound states exist for a triangJJiar ferromagnet and, on the other hand, for a honeycomb ferromagnet three bound states were found to exist extremely . near the free two-magnon band and at the corner· of the first Brillouin zone for the total wave vector K of the pair. The effect of the number z of nearest neighboring bonds on the appearance of bound states is discussed. § I. Introduction Two-magnon bound states in a Heisenberg ferromagnet has been extensively inves,tigated. Beth~n first showed that two-magnon bound states ·exist for each value K of the total wave number of the pair in a linear ferromagnetic Heisenberg chain with spin S=l/2. Wortis 2 > studied the case of the two-and threecdimensional lattices by the Green function method, and concluded that for an isotropic, In this paper we investigate the two-magnon bound state problem in the triangular, and honeycomb Heisenberg ferromagnets of spin 1/2 with the isotropic nearest neighbour exchange integral J(>O) along the line of I.
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Two-magnon bound state problem, in a triangular ferromagnet was treated by Tonegawa 6 J with a ·different aim from. ours and his results do not necessarily overlap with ours. We found that two bound states erist near the point K = (2n" /3, 2rr/3) and are degenerate at this point. *J Present address: Department of Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo.
A honeycomb ferromagnet is non-Bravais lattice. Our treatment for this is similar to that of an antiferromagnet with two sublattices but does not involve any approximation. The detailed calculations are carried out for K = (2n/3, 2n'/3). § 2. Two-magnon hound states in the triangular Heisenberg ferromagnet
We consider the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
where S 1 is a spin operator on the j-th site, J>O 1s the exchange integral, and <i,j) denotes a sum over all nearest neighboring pairs. We employ the DysonMaleevn.s> boson representation for the spin. operators defined by
where a 1 and a 1 + are annihilation and creation operators on the j"th site, respectively.
Introducing the Fourier transform of a 1 and a 1 + 
we obtain the equation for amplitude fx(k) [E -2JSz(
Equation (2 · 8) is the general equation valid for any Bravais lattice. Now we consider the triangular lattice with primitive vectors a1 and a2 which are defined by
where a is a lattice constant. Its reciprocal vectors are given by
The first Brillouin zone is shown in Fig. 1 . We use the sup~rscript as a projected component such as k·ai=ki. Then (2·8) is rewritten as
where z = 6 and e = (E-24JS) /8JS. By defining Fi (K) with abbreviations K:
we obtain from (2 ·10) after a simple munipulation At a special point A : K = (n; 0), integrals involved are reduced to one-dimensional integrals and calculated analytically outside the free two-magnon band I el >L Non-zero elements are given by By the use of (2 ·16) we have
(2.·17) -Here we have assumed that the l-th site belongs to L sublattice, and the m-th site to M sublattice.
As the simple extension of (2 · 2), we introduce the Dyson-Maleev transformation with two kinds of boson oprators defined by 
HIK)=EIK).
Substituting (3 · 5) into (3 · 6), we obtain a set of equations
Eliminating f(k) and g(k) from (3·7), we obtain (s 2 -(I f<K/2lHI 2 +I f<x/2)-.~:
-2rtx;2)+kr<x/2)-kh(k) + (s 2 -Clr<xi2>HI 2 +lr<xl2>-r.l 2 ))e(k).
where e= (E-2JSz)jJSz and
. (3 · 9) By assuming that the right-hand sides of (3·8a) and (3·8b) are known, we have formal solutions for h(k) and e(k) 
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= (e-CIYKI2+~<1 + lrK/2-kl)) (e-ClrK/2+kl-lrK/2-kl)) (3 ·lla)
This set of equations corresponds to (2·8). As is expected, zero points of E(K, k) yield the sum of correct energy spectrum for two modes of magnons in the quadratic Hamiltonian, which we . call a and {3 magnon, respectively.
Let us introduce (3 ·12a) (3 ·12b) where p; 1s a nearest neighboring vector. Then (3 ·10) is rewritten as
Thus constructing HPt and Ep, on the left-hand sides of (3 ·13) and adding Hp, and EPI• we finally have
.
.'"'' K. Wa4a, T. Ishikawa and T. Oguchi where now L::~: runs over the whole first Brillouin zone of the sublattice. The condition for two magnon bound states with two · sublattices is given by a z X z secular determinant
We apply our theory to a hoJ;leycomb lattice with z=3. We take as primitive vectors a1 and a2 defined by (2 · 9). (See Fig. 3 ) ThuS' the reciprocal vectors are also given by (2 ·10) and the Brillouin zone is entirelly the same as Fig. 1 .
The nearest neighboring vectors are given by P1=Ha1-aa), Pa=Ha1+2aa),
In the present case IiJ(K) in (3·14) (i,j=1, 2, 3) is given by.
3S N " E(K,k)
where 4 . Eb=2zJ and that of two adjacent .ones is E1 =2zJ-2J. Thus the ratio of them is given by Eb/ E 1 = 1-1/z. One finds that the smaller z is, the larger an effective interaction becomes. Although the trans~erse terms in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian tend to weaken this attraction, the situation of the Heisenberg case near the boundary of the Brillouin zone is similar to the Ising case. In fact it has been shown that in an n-dimensional (abbreviated as n-d henceforth) simple cubic ferromagnet, n bound states exist at the zone corner and the binding energy of a bound state is the largest in 1-d ferromagnet. Therefore it has been believed that probably the number of bound states depends on the dimension n. We have investigated that whether this fact is the case for the two-dimensional triangular and honeycomb ferromagnet with z=6 and z=3, respectively. Free two"magnon bands of them have a finite band width for every wave number K, therefore, there is :O:ot Ising limit case, where there is no band width. There exist two bound states in a triangular ferromagnet just as in a square ferromagnet. However, as a honeycomb ferromagnet gives rise to acoustic and optical magnons because of non-Bravais lattice, its behavior does not resemble a square ferromagnet.
Though one does not find two-dimensional ferromagnets in the nature, we may regard them as 2-d substances if the intra-layer exchange integral J is much larger than the inter-layer exchange integral J', for instance, FeC12 (corresponding to triangular lattice) 9 J and CrBr3 (corresponding to honeycomb.lattice). 10 J They are analyzed by the use of the spin wave theory, ignoring the existence of bound states and found to be in good agreement with experiments. This means that there is no bound state in the neighborhood of K = 0. The present paper proves it.
